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ABSTRACT
The motivation of this work was to find the appropriate molecular dynamics 
(MD) and slip transmission parameters of dislocation–grain boundary (GB) inter-
action in tantalum that correlate with the stress required for the grain boundary 
to deform. GBs were modeled using [ 112], [ 110], and [111] as rotation axes and 
rotation angle between 0° and 90°. Dislocation on either {110} or {112} slip planes 
was simulated to interact with various GB configurations. Drop in shear stress, 
drop in potential energy, critical distance between dislocation and GB, and critical 
shear stress for dislocation absorption by the GB were the parameters calculated 
from MD simulations of dislocation–GB interactions. Machine learning models 
eXtreme Gradient Boosting and SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) were 
used to find the correlation between the various parameters and yield stress of the 
GB configurations. Machine learning results showed that the MD parameters—
critical distance between the dislocation and GB, drop in shear stress; and slip 
transmission parameter—m

′ have a stronger correlation with yield stress. The 
SHAP results sorted the prominent slip plane and rotation axis affecting the yield 
stress. The configurations with dislocation on {112} slip plane, and configurations 
with [111] rotation axis were difficult to deform (higher yield stress of GB) than 
{110} slip plane and [ 11 2] and [ 110] rotation axes configurations.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 

Introduction

The plastic deformation of crystalline materials is 
governed by the movement of a large number of dis-
locations. By creating obstacles to dislocations, the 
strength of a material can be improved. Obstacles 
can be other dislocations, grain boundaries (GBs), 
precipitates, or solute atoms. Dislocation–GB inter-
action plays an important role in the GB strength-
ening mechanism. The type of interactions disloca-
tions have with GBs determine their strengthening 
ability. The interactions can be either the pileup 
mechanism, absorption of dislocation in the GB, or 
transmission of the dislocation to the neighboring 
grain. These interactions depend on the dislocation 
and GB types. Hall–Petch relation [1], which relates 
the yield strength of the material with the GB spac-
ing, lacks the knowledge of the type of GB. Electron 
microscopic experiments [2–7] and atomistic simula-
tions [8–13] have been carried out to understand the 
dislocation–GB interaction, specifically the slip trans-
mission through various GBs. The slip transmission 
was quantified through slip transmission parameters 
(STPs) based on the crystallographic orientation of 
the bicrystals forming the GB. The barrier for dislo-
cations to transmit through Σ GBs was found to be 
dependent on their GB energies [14]. Kacher et al. 
concluded that the residual strain in the GB of tita-
nium was the primary parameter for slip transmis-
sion irrespective of the type of dislocation [15]. Guo 

et al. found a cutoff value of 0.7 for the modified m′ 
parameter below which slip transmission was dif-
ficult [3]. Patriarca et al. identified strain field and 
residual burger vector ( RBV which is the magnitude 
of the difference between the Burgers vectors of the 
incoming and outgoing dislocations) to be the prom-
ising parameters to study dislocation––GB interac-
tions in bcc FeCr [2]. These experimental results 
helped us understand the effect of GB types on slip 
transmission. However, the researchers also reported 
ambiguity in the STPs. Hansen et al. did not find 
a correlation between modified m′ and RBV param-
eters with the GB dislocation density [16]. Bieler 
et al. found scatter in the observed and theoretical 
results of slip transfer for bcc Ta [4]. Bayerschen et al. 
opened several questions on the use of these param-
eters from experimental and computational points of 
view for general types of GBs other than Σ GBs [17]. 
The usefulness of these STPs in identifying the slip 
transmission with various slip planes of bcc materi-
als is still not studied.

Molecular dynamics (MD) technique is a power-
ful tool for studying atomistic behavior of materials 
[18–22]. Spearot et al. brought out the challenges in 
MD simulations and showed that most of the inves-
tigations were in Σ GBs [23]. Tsuru et al. found that 
the results of atomistic simulations of slip trans-
mission through Σ3 GBs were in contrast to the 
predictions by STPs [24]. Kapoor et al. performed 
dislocation dynamics simulations of dislocations 
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interaction with low angle GBs (LAGBs) and found 
that the shear stress to overcome the GB followed the 
Hall–Petch relation [25]. There is a need for studying 
other types of GBs for their slip-resistance property. 
Though the above-mentioned experiments and simu-
lations studies provided a reasonable understand-
ing on the dislocation–GB interactions, the relation 
between STPs and the strength of a material is still 
unresolved. This is essential for understanding the 
physical meaning of the STPs.

The motivation of this article is to find the appro-
priate dislocation–GB interaction parameters that best 
represent the yield stress of the GB with dislocation 
on either {110} or {112} slip planes in bcc tantalum. To 
do this, numerical calculations of STPs, MD simula-
tions of dislocation–GB interactions, and explainable 
machine learning (ML) approaches were used. STPs 
available in the literature were numerically calcu-
lated. MD, a versatile atomistic simulation technique 
to study the mechanical behavior of metallic systems 
at the atomic level [26], was used for simulating the 
dislocation–GB interactions. The slip transmission 
parameters and parameters computed from MD simu-
lations were used as input to eXtreme Gradient Boost-
ing (XGBoost) [27] and SHapley Additive exPlanations 
(SHAP) [28] to determine and explain which of these 
parameters most importantly affect the yield stress of 
the GB.

Methodology

The article contains three parts—dislocation–GB inter-
action using MD simulations, numerical calculations 
of STPs, and feature analysis using ML. Each sub-sec-
tion will detail each part of the work. The orientations 
of the grains and GB configurations were similar in 
MD simulations and numerical calculations of STPs.

Slip transmission parameters

Slip transmission through GBs can be quantified using 
parameters based on the vectors shown in Fig. 1a. In 
the numerical calculations, a non-inclined bicrystal GB 
configuration was used with one grain (IN) contain-
ing the in-coming dislocation and the other neighbor-
ing grain (OUT) was rotated about either [ 112]/[110]/
[111] axes as shown in Fig. 1b. The dislocation was 
modeled to slip on either the {110} or {112} planes as 
shown in Fig. 1c resulting in 64 data points of various 

STPs (32 configurations with each configuration hav-
ing either the {110} or {112} slip plane, thus making 64 
such configurations).

As the orientation of the IN grain was fixed, the vectors 
n�� , b�� , and l�� were fixed for a slip system. Depending on 
the rotation of the neighboring grain, the vectors n��� , b��� , 
and l��� changed and so the angle between these vectors 
changed which led to the change in the values of the STP. 
The STPs are listed here:

where �
c
 and �

c
 are critical values for slip transmis-

sion, taken to be �
c
= 15

◦ and �
c
= 45

◦ [29]. Resolved 
shear stress ( RSS ) was calculated using the rotation of 
the applied stress state �

applied
 onto the rotated OUT 

grain as,

where R is the rotation matrix [30] calculated with 
rotation angle �

r
 and rotation axis t as [30],
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1
 , t

2
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3
 are the unit vector components of 

the rotation axis t. The �applied was chosen such that 
RSS = 1 on the slip plane of IN grain for both {110} and 
{112} cases. That is, if Eq. (6) had n�� and b�� , then the 
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script containing the code stabix [31] and the program 
MTEX [32] was run for all the possible 48 slip systems 
in the rotated OUT grain to obtain STP. As the script 

looped over every slip system, the vectors n��� , b��� , 
and l��� changed accordingly.

Residual burger vector ( RBV ) is the magnitude of the 
difference between b�� and b��� as,

Figure  1  a Schematic illustration of slip transmission from IN 
grain to OUT grain through GBP. The slip plane in the IN grain 
containing the dislocation is shown in blue color and the pos-
sible slip plane of the rotated OUT grain is shown in red color. 
By the slip transmission theory, the misorientation between the 
OUT and IN grains can be by any arbitrary rotation axis and rota-
tion angle. The GBP between two differently oriented grains is 
shown in green color. n

��
 and n

���
 are the slip plane normals of 

the incoming and outgoing dislocations, respectively. b
��

 and 
b
���

 are the Burger vectors of incoming and outgoing disloca-
tions, respectively. l

��
 and l

���
 are dislocation line directions of 

the incoming and outgoing dislocations, respectively. The angle 
between n

��
 and n

���
 is Ψ, between b

��
 and b

���
 is κ, between l

��
 

and l
���

 is θ, between b
��

 and n
���

 is γ, and between b
���

 and n
��

 
is δ. b Coordinate axes and directions for three rotation axes. c 

Schematic illustrations of GB configurations with dislocation on 
two different slip planes for a given rotation axis. For [ 1 1 2] and 
[111] rotation axes, slip plane 1 represent {110} and slip plane 2 
represent {112} while for [ 110] rotation axis slip plane 1 repre-
sent {112} and slip plane 2 represent {110} . The arrows represent 
the shear direction. d Orientations along X direction shown on a 
standard triangle of the stereographic projection. The red colored 
symbols represent [ 1 1 2] tilt GB configurations, the blue colored 
symbols represent [ 110] tilt GB configurations, and the green 
colored symbols represent [111] twist GB configurations. The 
central grain in each of the GB configurations ([1 1 2] tilt, [ 110] 
tilt, [111] twist) are 1, 12, and 23, respectively. The orientation of 
the other numberings is referred in Table s1 in the supplementary 
file. e GBE as a function of the rotation angle
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where b��� was calculated directly by b��� = Rbin . For 
slip transmission to occur m′ , N  , LRB , λ, s , and RSS 
should be maximum, while RBV should be minimum.

Molecular dynamics simulations

The transmission of dislocations through various GBs 
was also simulated using molecular dynamics. The 
asymmetric tilt/twist GB configurations were modeled 
with [ 1 1 2] and [ 110] as tilt axes and [111] as twist 
axis (Fig. 1b). The central grain (similar to IN grain in 
"Slip transmission parameters" section) was fixed to 
enable the slip of an edge dislocation on either {110} 
or {112} slip planes and the neighboring grains were 
rotated about either [ 1 12]/[110]/[111] between 0° and 
90°. Thus, with 32 different GB configurations and 2 
slip planes, 64 MD simulations were carried out. The 
orientation of the rotated grains is shown in Fig. 1d. 
The two rotated grains on either side of the central 
grain had similar orientations/rotations and the grain’s 
dimensions were equal to the integer multiple of the 
magnitude of the direction vectors to obtain periodic 
boundaries along GB normal (GBN) and GB plane 
(GBP). The central grain was translated along GBP 
and equilibrated using conjugate gradient method 
to arrive at the lowest energy configuration. The GB 
energy (GBE) was calculated as the excess of cohesive 
energy due to the GB [33, 34]. The GBE as a function 
of rotation angle is shown in Fig. 1e and the values are 
tabulated in Table s1. Atomsk [35] was used to insert 
an edge dislocation by adding an extra plane of atoms 
along 〈110〉 in the central grain. The configurations 
were sheared by altering the simulation box with a 
shear strain of  10–5 along [111] and equilibrated using 
conjugate gradient method [36]. The direction [111] 
was selected as the shear direction as it is the slip 
direction for the dislocation in bcc system. All simula-
tions were carried out with a system temperature of 
0 K using an interatomic potential developed by Chen 
et al. [37]. The system temperature of 0 K was chosen 
to exclude any effect due to thermal fluctuations. The 
choice of this potential was made after checking the 
lattice constant, cohesive energy, elastic constants and 
core structure of screw dislocation in bulk Ta predicted 
by the potential with that of the experimental and first 
principles data. The configurations were referred to by 
the notation ⟨rotation_axis⟩∕�◦∕

�
slip_plane

�
 represent-

ing the rotation axis, rotation angle, and slip plane. 

(8)RBV = ||br
|| = ||b�� − b���

|| = ||b�� − Rbin
||,

Simulations were run using LAMMPS [38] and visual-
ized using OVITO [39].

Machine learning models

Machine learning was used to correlate the STPs and 
MD parameters to the stress at which the GB either 
absorbs or transmits the incoming dislocation, called 
as yield stress of the GB. To do this, the slip trans-
mission and MD parameters were taken as input ‘fea-
tures’ and yield of the GB was taken as output target 
for ML models—XGBoost (version 1.7.6) and SHAP. 
The pre-processing step involved feature engineering 
in which a Pearson correlation plot was used to find 
the dependence between the features so as to decide 
on the features to use during ML. Randomly selected 
75% of the data was used for training and the remain-
ing 25% for testing. XGBoost minimizes the objective 
function

to predict the output value Ovalue using gradient-
boosted trees [27]. The first term of Eq. (9) is the sum-
mation of the loss function L for K number of observa-
tions in the training data [40]. L is a function of the 
observed output target values from MD simulations 
y
i
 , the initially predicted value p0

i
 which is usually 

taken as 0.5, and the predicted output value Ovalue . � is 
for pruning and T is the number of terminal nodes in 
a tree. The last term is the regularization term with the 
regularization parameter �

ML
 . The XGBoost hyperpa-

rameters were optimized to arrive at the lowest root 
mean square error (RMSE) possible calculated as, 

RMSE =

�
∑

M

t=1(yt−Ovalue)
2

M

 , where M is the number of 
observations in the test data. The explanation of the 
XGBoost model f  was carried out using SHAP. SHAP 
trains the model on each feature subset S taken from 
the set of all features F . The importance of each feature 
is calculated by training the model with the feature 
f
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x
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)
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S
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All data were used for SHAP analysis. The data 
and scripts for numerical calculation, MD, and ML are 
available in the GitHub link. The schematic flowchart 
of the work carried out is shown in Fig. 2.

Results and discussion

Slip transmission parameters

The main observations from Fig. 3 were as follows. 
First, m′ , LRB , and RSS (i.e., Eqs. 1,3, and 6) did not 
show sensitivity to [111] twist GB configurations. The 
prediction of slip transmission in twist GB configura-
tions is of importance because the orientations in twist 
GB configurations correspond to the orientations of 
γ fiber in bcc which are formed during plastic defor-
mation [41, 42]. Further, RBV and LRB could not dif-
ferentiate between dislocations on {110} or {112} slip 
planes, but experimental and simulation results have 
shown that {110}⟨111⟩ and {112}⟨111⟩ slip systems have 
different CRSS values [43].

Molecular dynamics simulations

The slip transmission through GB can be visual-
ized as a three-stage process of pile-up, absorption, 
and transmission. The pile-up of dislocations was 
observed in ⟨112⟩∕16◦∕{110}  , ⟨110⟩∕8◦∕{112}  , and 
⟨110⟩∕11◦∕{112} . Partial pile-up similar to a discon-
nection formation in the GB surface was observed 
in ⟨110⟩∕86◦∕{112} and ⟨111⟩∕81◦∕{110}  .  Absorp-
tion followed by transmission was observed in 
⟨112⟩∕11◦∕{110}  ,  ⟨112⟩∕11◦∕{112}  ,  ⟨112⟩∕16◦∕{112}, 
⟨110⟩∕8◦∕{110}  ,  ⟨110⟩∕11◦∕{110}  ,  ⟨110⟩∕70◦∕{112}  , 
⟨111⟩∕8◦∕{110}  ,  ⟨111⟩∕16◦∕{110}  ,  ⟨111⟩∕8◦∕{112}  , 
⟨111⟩∕16◦∕{112} , and ⟨111⟩∕60◦∕{112} . The interaction 
of dislocation with the LAGB showed the formation 
of dislocation networks during pinning and looping. 
The snapshots of configurations in which disloca-
tions in the GB were visible are shown in Fig. 4 and 
their videos are attached as supplementary file.

The dislocation–GB interactions using MD simula-
tions were quantified using parameters such as critical 
shear stress for absorption of dislocation by the GB 
( �

cr
 in MPa), drop in shear stress ( Δ� in MPa), drop 

Figure 2  Schematic flowchart of the work carried out in this article. MD parameters �cr , Δ� , ΔPE , and Dcr are discussed in Sect. "Molec-
ular dynamics simulations"

https://github.com/kedhar1992/dislocation-GB
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in potential energy ( ΔPE in eV), and critical distance 
between the dislocation and GB just before the absorp-
tion of a dislocation ( D

cr
 in nm). These were recorded 

at the event of dislocation absorption or piling-up near 
the GB as shown in Figs. S1 and S2 in the supplemen-
tary file. Figure 5a shows that �

cr
 was high for [ 11 2] 

tilt axis configurations with {110} slip being dominant. 
According to the dislocation pile-up model [25, 44, 
45], the shear stress reaches a critical value �

y
 when 

the dislocation gets either absorbed by or transmitted 
through the GB and is expressed as,

(11)�
y
= �

o
+

√
�
cr
T

Lb

where T = �Gb2 , and the distance between the source 
and GB is L = d∕2 with d being the GB spacing. Hence,

The yield stress ( �
y
 ) and shear stress at yield of the 

GB configuration �
y
 are related through a constant A 

as,

where the Hall–Petch constant is k
HP

= A

√
2�

cr
�Gb . 

For pure Ta, � ≈ 1 , G = 69 GPa, b = 0.2863 nm, and �
o
 

(12)�
y
= �

o
+

√
2�

cr
�Gb

d

.

(13)�
y
= A�

y
= A�

o
+ A

�
2�

cr
�Gb

d

= �
o
+

k
HP

√
d

Figure 3  Slip transmission parameters calculated with orientations of the rotated grains for various GB configurations
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Figure 4  MD snapshots of dislocation interaction with GB configurations which had dislocations. The dislocations with Burgers vector 
type ⟨111⟩ are colored green, ⟨110⟩ are colored blue, ⟨100⟩ are colored pink, other types are colored red. The GB configurations which 
are difficult to visualize using the above are shown using atoms only whose neighbors are not equal to eight. Atoms with eight neighbors 
are removed for better visualization. The incoming dislocation is shown using dotted red colored oval/circle. a Interactions of parallel 
dislocations while b interactions of perpendicular dislocations where one dislocation is the incoming and other is in the GB. This is 
independent for twist GB configurations
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= 80 MPa. The value of A = 7 is chosen so as to get a 
value of k

HP
= 476MPa

√
μm close to that found in the 

literature [42].
The stored energy due to the GB ( E ) per molar vol-

ume ( V  ) of Ta for rotation angle � is [46],
where K = 3.31 , �

m
= 966mJ∕m2 , and �

m
= 23

◦ [46]. 
The stored energy can be substituted by the GBE 
( E

gb
 ) occupying a unit meter squared area of A

gb
 , thus 

Eq. (14) becomes,

(14)
E

V

=
K��

m

d�
m

[

1 − ln

(
�

�
m

)]

.

Figure  5  The values of the parameters calculated from MD 
simulations are represented as circles with the orientation of the 
rotated grain for various GB configurations as the location on the 
Euler space. The pink open circles represent {110} slip plane and 
the cyan open circles represent {112} slip plane for a–d and f. 
The size/radius of the circle is proportional to the values of the 
MD parameters but the scaling factor is different between the 
parameters. The key figure for 5a-5d and 5f is shown in 5 h. The 
orientations of the central grains for each rotation axis are shown 

as symbols in the key figure. The orientations of the rotated 
grains (numbering as in Table s1) lie on the lines represented by 
various colors and rotation axes. The value of φ1 lies between 
0° and 90° as orthotropic symmetry was assumed. And also, for 
ease of representation of [ 1 1 2] and [ 110] tilt GB configurations, 
φ2 of these two configurations are shifted from 225° and 315° to 
45°. Figures 5e and 5 g represent the variation of drop in shear 
stress and critical distance as a function of rotation angle con-
nected by the b-spline curve
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Rearranging Eq. (15) gives

Substituting the expression of d in Eq. (13) gives

For pure Ta, V = 10.85 × 10
−6m3mol−1 . Taking �

cr
 , 

E
gb

 , and their corresponding � from MD simula-
tion results, the mean value of �

y
 was found to be 

206 MPa which corresponds to the yield strength 

(15)
E
gb
A
gb

V

=
K��

m

d�
m

[

1 − ln

(
�

�
m

)]

.

(16)d =
VK��

m

E
gb
�
m

[

1 − ln

(
�

�
m

)]

.

(17)�
y
= �

o
+ A

√√√√
√

2�
cr
GbE

gb
�
m

VK��
m

[
1 − ln

(
�

�
m

)] .

of coarse-grained Ta [42]. Negligible variation in �
y
 

between slip planes was observed except in case of 
⟨112⟩∕63◦∕{112} as in Fig. 5b.

During the initial deformation, the increase in the 
PE and shear stress τ corresponds to the energy and 
stress accumulation, respectively. The sudden drop 
in PE and τ corresponds to the absorption of the dis-
location by the GB. GBs act as sinks for dislocations 
that results in a reduction in the strain energy. As 
the strain energy of an edge dislocation is constant 
in the present cases, the significance of ΔPE and Δ� 
can be correlated to the energy and stress relaxa-
tion of the GB, respectively, during the absorption 
event. ⟨112⟩∕{112} showed a significant ΔPE and Δ� 
as in Fig. 5c, d. Figure 5e has similarities to that of 
N and s in Figs. 3c, f; for example, the variation of 
values in ⟨112⟩∕{110} was lower than ⟨112⟩∕{112} 

Figure 6  Pearson correlation plot between various features. The values of the features showing strong correlation (here, greater than 
0.7) are shown as bold text
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while ⟨110⟩∕{110} was higher than ⟨110⟩∕{112} . Dcr is 
dependent on the extent of attraction of the disloca-
tion to the GB. Dcr increased with initial values of 
rotation angles for LAGBs and then decreased for 
higher values of rotation angles as in Figs. 5f, g.

Feature analysis using SHAP

Using the Pearson correlation plot in Fig. 6, only the 
least correlated features were used as inputs while 
other features with correlation coefficient greater than 
0.7 such as N , LRB , λ, and RSS were not used. The out-
liers belonging to ⟨112⟩∕15◦∕{110} , ⟨112⟩∕88◦∕{110} , 
and ⟨112⟩∕63◦∕{112} were removed due to the higher 
shear stress values.

The rotation axis and slip plane along with MD 
parameters Δ�  , ΔPE and D

cr
 ; and the STPs m′ , RBV, 

and s were taken as input features. The yield stress 
calculated from Eq. (17) was the output target. The 
other MD parameters such as �

cr
 , E

gb
 , and rotation 

angle were neglected as they were already correlated 
to the yield stress by Eq. (17).

The XGBoost hyperparameters used in the current 
model were max depth, gamma, colsample bytree, 
sub-sample, learning rate, max delta step, random 
state, n estimators, alpha, and seed. To avoid local 
optima, surrogate model with any two hyperparam-
eters were optimized using grid search and the other 
hyperparameters were fixed to their default or initial 
seed values. The surrogate model was again used 
with another two hyperparameters being optimized 
using grid search. This process was repeated using 
other hyperparameters to arrive at the final optimized 
XGBoost model. This method was used to save compu-
tational time and cost. The XGBoost hyperparameters 

were optimized until RMSE between the XGBoost pre-
dicted and calculated yield stress during testing was 
as low as possible, here 37 MPa. RMSE during testing 
was 37 MPa while RMSE during training was 12 MPa 
ensuring that there was no overfitting. The optimized 
values of XGBoost hyperparameters are shown in 
Table 1. The cross-validation of the optimized model 
was carried out with 5 splits and their RMSEs were 
112, 109, 125, 49, and 63 MPa. The average RMSE 
across data was 92 MPa with a standard deviation of 
29 MPa.

The ML predicted values matched reasonably well 
with the MD calculated values of the yield stress 
(Fig. 7a). The sorted feature with decreasing mean 
SHAP values in Fig. 7b is a quantitative dependence 
on yield stress. The features Dcr , Δ� and m′ showed 
maximum correlation with yield stress. m′ was found 
to contribute significantly to the yield stress as com-
pared to any other STP. The low/high feature value 
and its corresponding negative/positive SHAP value 
represent direct proportionality between the feature 
and the yield stress. Whereas a low/high feature value 
and its corresponding positive/negative SHAP value 
represents inverse proportionality between the feature 
and the yield stress. For example, an increase in Δ�  , or 
a decrease in Dcr or m′ corresponds to an increase the 
yield stress which can be attributed to strengthening 
of GBs. That is, if a GB configuration A has higher Δ� 
or lower Dcr/m′ than that of B GB configuration, then 
A is stronger than B. When Dcr was less than 40 Å, 
there was a stronger contribution toward increase 
of the yield stress as in Fig. 7c. So, the GB configura-
tions that resulted in D

cr
 being less than 40 Å were 

stronger than those with D
cr

 greater than 40 Å. There 
were 44 GB configurations with Dcr less than 40 Å. The 
complete data is available in the GitHub link. A high 
value of Δ� was due to the large relaxation (during 
dislocation absorption) of strained GB, which can be 
attributed to the higher strength of the GB configura-
tion and hence an increase in yield stress. So, the GB 
configurations with the value of Δ� between 15 and 
70 MPa and SHAP values less than zero were weaker 
than that with SHAP values greater than zero as in 
Fig. 7d. {110} slip plane had negative SHAP values 
indicating it would decrease the yield stress while 
{112} would increase the yield stress (Fig. 7e). This 
implied that the configurations with dislocation on 
{110} were weaker than that with dislocation on {112} 
slip plane. [111] rotation axis showed higher SHAP 
values as in Fig. 7f. This implied that microstructures 

Table 1  Optimized XGBoost hyperparameters

XGBoost hyperparameters Values

Max depth 3
Gamma 85
Colsample bytree 0.191421
Subsample 0.284894
Learning rate 0.843006
Max delta step 67
Random state 1
n estimators 99
Alpha 6
Seed 19

https://github.com/kedhar1992/dislocation-GB
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with continuous grains of γ fiber will be difficult to 
deform due to their [111] rotation axis configurations.

Conclusions

Dislocation–GB interaction plays a critical role in gov-
erning the plastic deformation of a material. Slip trans-
mission across the GBs during plastic deformation is a 

complex process and is determined by several factors. 
The orientations and types of GBs studied in the pre-
sent work are a small subset of the total possibilities. 
Even with these limitations, the results obtained from 
the study helped to an extent in solving the ambiguity 
of the slip transmission parameters and gave a path to 
relate these parameters with the yield strength relat-
ing to deformation of GB. The results were also help-
ful in distinguishing the effect of GB configurations 

Figure  7  a MD calculated and XGBoost predicted yield stress 
values for both the training and testing data. b SHAP violin plot 
for all features. SHAP values are in the units of log-odds. The 
maximum and minimum value of the feature is represented on 
a color bar on the right side of b. SHAP dependence plot of c 

critical distance and d drop in shear stress. The histogram shows 
the distribution of number of data points. SHAP dependence plot 
of e slip plane and f rotation axis. The points in Figs. c–f were 
colored using values of m′
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with different rotation axes and slip planes on the 
yield stress. The MD simulation results can be useful 
in crystal plasticity simulations where dislocation–GB 
interactions require atomistic inputs.

The main conclusions are listed below.

1. Numerical calculations of STPs revealed that m′ , 
LRB , and RSS could not explain the slip transmis-
sion through [111] twist GB configurations. RBV 
and LRB could not distinguish between dislocation 
slipping on {110} and {112} planes. N , LRB , λ, and 
RSS were not considered for ML analysis as they 
showed a strong correlation with other param-
eters.

2. The yield stress of the GB configurations were esti-
mated using GB properties such as GBE, rotation 
angle, �cr , and their mean value was found to be 
206 MPa.

3. XGBoost and SHAP were used to explain the cor-
relation of various STPs and MD parameters with 
yield stress. The yield stress can be best quantified 
using Dcr , Δ� and m′ . The configurations with Dcr 
less than 40 Å and with higher Δ� values were dif-
ficult to deform relative to other configurations. 
The SHAP results sorted the prominent slip plane 
and rotation axis affecting the yield stress. Disloca-
tions on {110} slip plane could yield the GB rela-
tively easy (negative SHAP value) as compared to 
those on {112} (positive SHAP value). The yield 
stress was highest for GB configurations with rota-
tion axis [111], followed by [ 11 2] and [ 110].

Quantifying the dislocation transmission through a GB 
via slip is essential in predicting the strength of materi-
als and has till now been done through slip transmission 
parameters. Our work presents a novel methodology of 
integrating the slip transmission parameters and parame-
ters from molecular dynamics simulations, using explain-
able machine learning to bring out the specific parameters 
that correlate well with the yield of the GB. The use of 
machine learning toward solving this essential scientific 
problem opens a new avenue revolutionizing the slip 
transmission theory.

Data and code availability

The data that support the findings of this study are 
openly available in Github, at https:// github. com/ 
kedha r1992/ dislo cation- GB.
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